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Figure 1. To design our interactive composition guidance interface, we were interested in better understanding people’s ability to recognize composition and to annotate them on a composition grid. Left to right: We collected annotations from both experienced photographers as well as novices on Mechanical Turk. Inspired by these results, we developed an algorithm for heuristically computing these lines, or adaptive armatures. We display these adaptive armatures as an overlay in an in-camera composition guidance tool and study how it impacts how people take photos.

ABSTRACT

Photographic composition is often taught as alignment with composition grids—most commonly, the rule of thirds. Professional photographers use more complex grids, like the harmonic armature, to achieve more diverse dynamic compositions. We are interested in understanding whether these complex grids are helpful to amateurs.

In a formative study, we found that overlaying the harmonic armature in the camera can help less experienced photographers discover and achieve different compositions, but it can also be overwhelming due to the large number of lines. Photographers actually use subsets of lines from the armature to explain different aspects of composition. However, this occurs mainly offline to analyze existing images. We propose bringing this mental model into the camera—by adaptively highlighting relevant lines to the current scene and point of view. We describe a saliency-based algorithm for selecting these lines and present an evaluation of the system that shows that photographers found the proposed adaptive armatures helpful for capturing more well-composed images.
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INTRODUCTION

Cameras are becoming smarter, but currently provide limited aid in helping with creative decisions. However, as they become more pervasive, people are increasingly interested in
A common grid used by photographers like Henri Bresson-Cartier and Annie Leibovitz is the harmonic armature (Figure 2), which dates back to Pythagoras. This grid is designed around main diagonals (orange), shorter, reciprocal diagonals (blue), and horizontal and vertical lines extend from intersection points of these diagonals. Our Mechanical Turk task presents three forms of armatures for different aspect ratios: (a) wider/taller than root 2: based on proportional design—reciprocal diagonals always connect to center resulting in horizontal/vertical lines at thirds and quarters, (b) between root 2 and square: equivalent to (a) at a specific aspect ratio, the reciprocal diagonals are perpendicular to the longer (main) diagonals, (c) square: (b) collapses to this set of lines.

Figure 2. The armatures are designed around main diagonals (orange) and shorter, reciprocal diagonals (blue). Horizontal and vertical lines extend from intersection points of these diagonals. Our Mechanical Turk task presents three forms of armatures for different aspect ratios: (a) wider/taller than root 2: based on proportional design—reciprocal diagonals always connect to center resulting in horizontal/vertical lines at thirds and quarters, (b) between root 2 and square: equivalent to (a) at a specific aspect ratio, the reciprocal diagonals are perpendicular to the longer (main) diagonals, (c) square: (b) collapses to this set of lines.

An important artistic aspect of photography is composition—the relationships between the different elements in an image and their properties (i.e., size, position, color, texture, etc.). Composition is used to direct the viewer’s gaze through a photo by establishing visual hierarchies and rhythm. In this paper, we focus on the spatial relationships of elements within the frame. These spatial relationships have been studied over the centuries in fields like painting, photography, cinema and graphic design. They are often explained through the use of grids of lines, with popular examples like the rule of thirds, or the golden ratio. These grids rely on the assumption that aligning important visual elements along their lines and intersections will tend to generate images that are more visually appealing to the human eye.

A common grid used by photographers like Henri Bresson-Cartier and Annie Leibovitz is the harmonic armature (Figure 2), which dates back to Pythagoras. While some experienced photographers do not need to see and strictly follow such grids, others directly place overlays on their camera view for guidance. Many cameras provide the option of directly overlaying a variety of different grids on the viewport. In any case, not all the lines in a grid are meaningful for a given scene, so it is up to the photographer to determine which ones to use and how. While at first glance human observers seem to intuitively perceive relationships between the elements in an image and an overlaid grid, it actually takes practice to find and focus on the more relevant ones. Books, blog posts, etc. often illustrate composition with composition grids overlaid and individual lines highlighted to emphasize certain aspects of the artist’s composition choices. However, this is an offline process—photographers manually annotate lines to better explain existing images.

Inspired by this behavior of manually highlighting lines in existing images, we propose a novel in-camera guidance that aims to automatically highlight the relevant lines to the composition of the current camera image (see Figure 1).

In this paper, we present:
- an algorithm for automatically identifying adaptive armatures based on image saliency,
- an interactive in-camera app that shows these adaptive armatures to users as composition guidance, and
- a user evaluation of this app that shows that participants do in fact prefer the composition of photos they took using the adaptive guidance versus using static composition guidance.

We additionally contribute:
- a dataset of crowdsourced composition annotations that capture the common knowledge of what people believe are the most relevant lines to an image’s composition within the constraints of the harmonic armature grid,
- a user evaluation comparing the use of static composition guidance versus no guidance that shows participants are more confident in their compositional ability and feel more creative using the guidance.

RELATED WORK
Composition Analysis. Previous work has focused on low-level image components that affect photographic composition. Zhou et al. [63] estimate vanishing points and use them to retrieve similar images. Lee et al. [33] detect dominant geometric elements and use convolutional neural networks to classify photographic composition rules in outdoor scenes.

He et al. [24] find and highlight triangles on images to create compositional awareness and promote creativity. Other works classify an image to retrieve similar high quality examples for inspiration [35, 58, 62]. We focus on the placement of salient features with respect to composition grids, rather than specific image components or types of composition.

Composition Enhancement. Although several image recomposition methods have been proposed [27], cropping is still a very straightforward way to improve composition. Some have focused on explicit attention and aesthetics models [8, 50], but the most popular approach is to learn it directly from examples of professional photographers or user annotated samples [3, 9, 10, 22, 34, 37, 52, 57]. This approach tends to work well for automated workflows, although performance may vary depending on the dataset used for benchmarks [6]. Fang and Zhang [14] trained a network to find good crops in 360° images. Zeng et al. [59] proposed grid anchors to reduce the number of crop candidates to evaluate. Example-based cropping has been proposed for general images [7, 38], and portraits [61]. Rather than automatically finding good crops, we instead try to help users achieve good compositions actively by changing their point of view during capture.

Capture-time Guidance. Modern cameras come with some visual aids to help the photographer make technical and creative decisions during capture. Some typical examples are zebra patterns for over/underexposure, histograms, focus peaking, levels or static composition grids. Mitarai et al. [45] detect relevant elements in the current frame to classify the composition and show overlays providing specific guidance on how to refine them, limiting the user’s creative freedom. Lo et al. [39] compute an aesthetics score straight from the camera.
feed in real-time; Lujun et al. [40] perform image assessment and cropping suggestions; Ma et al. [42] use a view proposal network to suggest different crops, plus an interface that learns user preferences for future proposals. We are interested in composition guidance that creates awareness about different creative options, while providing a mental model for the user to reason about them. These interfaces provide limited feedback for building that mental model.

Other related work on capture-time guidance have focused on helping to re-photograph previous photos [2], or reference photos taken while traveling [17, 30]. Rawat and Kanakhalli [49] proposed a point of view recommendation system based on previous photos taken in popular locations. Other work recommends where to stand when posing for souvenir photos [41,48,51,55]. More creative guidance has focused on posing for better selfies [15,25], better portrait lighting [13,36], or more general pose-based portrait recommendations [16]. Extending into video, the work of Kumano et al. [32] helps teach videography by analyzing camera work styles.

Closely related to our work, Xu et al. [56] devised a 3-camera system that provides real-time instructional feedback to users, so they can learn to compose better portraits using the rule of thirds. For that, they compute a measure of the alignment between the regions of interest and the rule-of-thirds grid, and show arrows on the viewfinder for the users to follow to improve the alignment. Apart from focusing on composition beyond portraits, our guidance also uses composition grids, but aims for a less constrained user experience: instead of using arrows to make the user follow the criteria of the algorithm, our systems highlights potentially interesting compositions using adaptive armatures. Our user experience is then closer to the smart guides implemented in many design tools [44]: when salient elements show interesting spatial relationships between them, such relationships are highlighted for the user, so she can decide whether to follow and refine them or not.

**IN-CAMERA GUIDANCE**

With the goal of enabling non-expert photographers to leverage composition grids in their photography, we aim to understand how to effectively provide early compositional feedback in-camera. We asked: Are people interested in in-camera guidance? If so, how should it work? More specifically, is composition a good concept to target for in-camera guidance?

**Photography Practice Survey**

Our first question involved understanding if people wanted in-camera guidance at all, and if so, what type of feedback would be helpful or not to their current photography practice.

To answer this question, we designed a survey asking about people’s existing photography practice and past learning experiences. We surveyed adults with an interest in photography and received a total of 127 responses from participants (74 male, 51 female, 1 non-binary, 1 preferred not to say), 19 to 63 years old with a range of photography experience.

**Photography Practice Survey Results**

Many of our participants had had some sort of photography learning experience (only 23 had never used any resources such as classes, videos, books, etc. to learn photography)—several of the ones who had taken in-person classes (22 of 45) mentioned the effectiveness of the “direct, immediate feedback in the moment” (P7), that those provided. Specifically, many mention the benefits of the feedback being “individualized” (P111) and “hands-on” (P73) for making immediate adjustments and correcting mistakes. Without this guidance, it can be difficult to “transfer knowledge to other conditions” (P10). Thus we saw benefit in pursuing the direction of trying to provide contextually-based in-camera guidance, so users can make better creative decisions during capture.

When asked why they would or would not use capture-time guidance in their camera, many mentioned concern with an app being too “distracting” (P51), “disruptive” (P53), or “intrusive” (P93). This was due to either concern about missing a moment (P12), intruding on others’ time when in a group (P14), or feeling less artistic freedom (P86). Guidance should thus prioritize being minimally distracting and more about providing suggestions than insisting on specific artistic choices.

Our survey respondents supported the idea of focusing on composition guidance. We coded their responses to an open-ended question asking what they want to improve in their photography for mentions of popular photography concepts. Many explicitly mentioned composition (18); the other most popular concepts included camera settings (24) and lighting (22). Additionally, some responses mention higher level goals such as being more creative or having more “professional-looking” photos (11), which may also implicitly include composition. Composition is important to consider in the camera because the range of possible changes is limited once the photographer has left the scene. On a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), participants rated their editing practices as significantly more around small framing adjustments (Mdn = 4, IQR = 3-5) than substantial cropping to change the image’s composition (Mdn = 3, IQR = 2-4) [Wilcoxon signed-rank test \( V = 2183, p < .001 \)], which further supports the idea of providing composition guidance at capture time to reduce the need for more drastic changes while editing later.

Overall, people have a preference for getting feedback on the framing of their current photo (Mdn = 4, IQR = 3-4) rather than thinking of possible photos to take (Mdn = 3, IQR = 2-4) [Wilcoxon signed-rank test \( V = 2183, p < .001 \)]. Thus, we should additionally focus our guidance on helping people refine their current image’s composition. Of our survey respondents, 89% are willing to spend up to 5 seconds on capture-time guidance to get a high-quality result.

**Experienced Photographer Interviews**

To go into more depth on what types of guidance could be helpful in photography practices, we interviewed nine experienced photographers about their current photography practices and tools. All had formal training in photography, and 5 additionally had teaching experience.

Interviews were structured around the following questions:

- Describe your typical photography process(es).
- What photography tools do you use and what guidance does it provide?
• Would composition guidance be helpful for you?

Experienced Photographer Interview Results
Six of the interviewees expressed that they already consistently use overlays of sorts such as focus dots, light meters, levels, or composition grids (primarily the rule of thirds). This suggests that photographers are okay with some amount of their camera view being obstructed when that information is useful to their overall ability to take better photographs.

When asked what guidance might be helpful for them, some (5) expressed interest themselves in something that might give them new perspectives, like an “experienced photographer on my shoulder saying try this, try this” (P7), or even providing random composition guidelines to swipe through and try (P0). In general, these experienced photographers were very open to having any feedback that might help them try out different ideas in taking a photo in order to have more choices to pick from when going back to edit in the future.

Some suggested they are able to use guidance as needed while maintaining creative freedom to break the rules and follow their intuition. For example, explicitly disregarding the composition grid: “might have a rule-of-thirds overlay, but don’t follow it super closely. I gravitate towards the bottom two eyes in the rule-of-thirds...” (P1). However, others mentioned conforming to a certain style, whether it be due to the prominence of the rule of thirds overlays, realizing an unexpected theme across many photos, or just having a “tendency to view the world in a specific way, but someone else might be different, always open to try a different type of shot or idea” (P6).

In describing their own photography processes, these photographers recounted both a process of searching for good compositions, as well as pre-composing and waiting for a shot—the latter was mentioned as particularly important in street photography. One described this waiting as a “necessary tension” in street photography (P5).

From these interviews, we learned that even experienced photographers could benefit from feedback that encourages them to try new ideas. In certain scenarios, they need to capture a shot immediately and thus rely on their instincts to quickly frame the photos, while in other scenarios they are willing to spend more time and devote both screen real-estate and their attention to a tool that helps them achieve a higher quality image. We aim to support both of these scenarios, for novices and experts alike.

In-Camera Guidance Design Goals
According to our survey and interviews, we came up with three design goals for our guidance. Guidance should be:

• **Context-aware.** Visual guidance should adapt to the current image and appear overlaid on the viewfinder.

• **Minimally intrusive.** It should be easily disregarded to allow photographers to pursue other creative choices.

• **Support exploration and refinement.** It should help photographers discover new ideas as well as execute existing intentions.

COMPOSITION GUIDANCE
Our next question was how to design in-camera composition guidance. Many cameras provide options for a number of composition grid overlays, but are these effective for achieving well-composed images? Do they follow our in-camera guidance design principles?

As we learned in our interviews, even experienced photographers tend to restrict themselves to options proposed in front of them—e.g. following the rule of thirds guidelines if those are visible on the camera screen. Thus, we were interested in using a more versatile grid, the harmonic armature, that allows for more compositional diversity. The harmonic armature provides different sets of orthogonal and diagonal lines. Diagonal lines are usually employed for dynamic symmetry [23], while from their intersections, the rule of thirds and golden ratio grids emerge.

As noted in the introduction, photographers currently manually highlight subsets of lines on existing images to describe how the lines are relevant to the image composition; and they instinctively do the same during capture, as surfaced in our interviews. We wanted to be able to provide similar feedback in real-time, in-camera. However, we first wanted to understand whether through training, experienced photographers develop a consistent view of which lines are relevant, and whether novice users are similarly able to produce such annotations.

Experienced Photographer Annotations
To understand whether experienced photographers had a consistent view of what lines described a composition, we ran a study where we had participants annotate photos.

We also performed an annotation study with 8 of our interview participants. The annotation task was broken into two parts. First, participants were asked “For each image, please freeform draw a set of lines that describe the composition of the physical elements of the image. Explain why you drew those lines.” Next, the same images are displayed one at a time with the harmonic armature overlaid (see Figure 2b). Participants were asked to perform the same task, but to only select lines from the armature. For this task, we chose 5 images of varying complexity in composition for all participants to annotate. We additionally asked them to bring in 5-6 of their own photos to annotate. We asked them to choose photos that they believed had particularly nice/interesting composition.

Experienced Photographer Annotation Results
In watching these experienced photographers annotate images, we learned that experienced photographers are able to recognize lines in image compositions both freeform as well as using a composition grid. Given the constraints of a composition grid, they were also generally comfortable with selecting lines that might not be perfectly aligned with features in the image to approximately represent these features, as shown in Figure 3a. For images with prominent distinct elements, participants did frequently draw lines through or bordering these elements to highlight alignment of elements.

However, while we saw some consistent line annotations, we also saw many unique annotations. This is likely partially due...
to the small number of participants and images—to respect our participants’ time, we tried to keep both the interview (see Experienced Photographer Interviews Section) and annotations to within one hour. The additional inconsistency is due to the differences in our participants’ artistic styles and their views on photographic composition. Lines are important for a variety of concepts related to composition, and experienced photographers already have many of these engrained in their mind. Despite the instruction to focus on composition of physical elements in the image, in addition to these alignments, participants annotated leading lines, strong hard edges, soft “edges” between regions (e.g. of different color), etc.

Nonetheless, many of these participants found the annotations to be a useful and fun exercise. In fact, while doing these studies, many participants indicated that they enjoyed the activity of identifying the lines within the fixed composition grid. Compared to drawing freeform, they noticed more unexpected alignments (both at intersection points and along edges) that they otherwise would not have seen. Some even mentioned possibly adjusting their images to align with lines that they highlighted rather than their current composition (we later saw this behavior in our user studies, see the Evaluation and Discussion Section). While these adjustments were not always deemed improvements, this suggests that even for experts who already have training in envisioning composition grids in their mind, searching for these alignments can change their perspectives in ways that might impact their photography.

Mechanical Turk Annotation
Given that experienced photographers could identify relevant line alignments from a composition grid to a given image, we wondered if novices could also use the same mental model and leverage a composition grid to describe the composition of an image. In addition, with more annotations, we wondered if we would be able to find some consistency in their annotations to suggest a set of the “most relevant” lines to an image’s composition. To collect the data to answer this question, we crowdsourced annotations on Mechanical Turk.

Mechanical Turk Task
We constructed a dataset of 500 photos for our Mechanical Turk studies. The MIRFLICKR-25000 dataset includes 25000 images from Flickr that are open under the Creative Commons license and selected based on their interestingness rating [26]. From these, we selected the 500 most aesthetically pleasing images according to Kong et al.’s photo aesthetics ranking network [31]. We removed those with extreme aspect ratios (< .5, > 2) or with inappropriate content, and replaced them with images from the next 100 most aesthetic images.

We created a Mechanical Turk task in which users were shown 10 of these images at random and instructed to “Please select 1-4 lines that best describe the composition of the physical elements in the photo.” The interface was an image with the composition grid overlaid and users used their mouse to hover over and click to select/deselect a line.

The first time a worker does a task, they are presented with a short description of the task and of composition. To avoid the task feeling too subjective and risky, we provide three example image annotations along with short explanations. Finally workers are given a short interactive tutorial on how to use the annotation interface. To complete the tutorial, users are required to select lines that match the example selection.

After the trial task, the first two annotations are easier tasks with simple compositions as further training. For these images, they are given the choice to see sample annotations and explanations. We used these tasks as validation to remove careless annotators. Per annotation task, workers would annotate 12 images (2 validation, 10 for dataset). We estimated this to take around 4 minutes, and paid $1 per task to match the minimum wage of $15/hr and used Fair Work to allow workers to inform us if the task took longer than anticipated [53].

Mechanical Turk Annotation Results
We collected a total of 1004 annotation task responses across 582 workers, totaling 11961 non-validation image annotations (an average of 22 annotations per image). From these annotations, we filtered out task responses where the worker was unable to get both validation tasks correct—we counted a task as “correct” if they selected one of the lines provided in the sample annotation. This resulted in the removal of 218 tasks, for a resulting set of 9133 image annotations (~17 annotations per image).

From this dataset, we aimed to determine a set of “most relevant” composition lines for each image as our ground truth annotation. Images vary in how well they can be represented by a composition grid, therefore also in consistency in annotations. To select our ground truth lines, for a given image, we defined the score of each line as the percentage of worker annotations that included that line. After an initial batch of annotations, we empirically determined a score threshold of 0.4 for whether a line should be selected as one of the ground truth lines—this resulted in an average number of lines selected as ground truth being close to the average number of lines selected per image in the annotations. Given this threshold, 10 images had no ground truth lines. These were also removed from the dataset, for a final set of 8966 image annotations.
(~17 annotations per image). For this final dataset, the average number of ground truth lines per image is 1.82 and the average number of lines annotated per image is 2.17.

With a relatively high threshold of 0.4, we see that these average numbers of lines in the ground truth annotations are quite close to those in the workers’ initial annotations, meaning most lines are reaching this score threshold. Additionally, only 10 images resulted in no lines above this threshold. This suggests that there is consistency in the notion of what are the “most relevant” lines in a composition grid of a given image and that novices can perceive and annotate this relationship.

Our Mechanical Turk task also included an optional text box for feedback on the task. We received a lot of positive feedback on the task. Many workers mentioned they found the task fun (30), enjoyable (19), and/or interesting (29), and would like to keep doing more of these tasks (9). In particular, one mentioned it being helpful for their learning: “I am working on my photography skills and this exercise was helpful for me to better understand this concept even if I wasn’t entirely helpful to you.”

The code for this annotation task and anonymized Mechanical Turk annotations along with analysis code (validation, filtering, etc.) are provided in supplemental materials.

Annotation Insights
From our experienced and novice composition grid-based annotations, we learned:

- **Performing annotations can be useful.** Experienced photographers described noticing new alignments. Novice photographers found them helpful for understanding composition. Both groups found the task enjoyable.
- **Annotations are approachable.** Both experienced and novice photographers were able to perform the annotation task with reasonable consistency. Thus, we chose to pursue this path for our in-camera composition guidance.

ADAPTIVE ARMATURES
Since our formative studies suggested that there exists a notion of prominent lines for a given image, we set out to automatically detect a set of relevant lines to provide these annotations in camera. We call this method adaptive armatures.

Heuristic Algorithm
Composition can be posed as aligning visually important elements in an image with the lines/intersection points of a composition grid [56, 60]. We use saliency to represent this visual importance. Thus, the adaptive armature should capture the set of lines that best align with the saliency map. Given an image, we score the candidate lines for the image armature such that the higher the score of a line, the better the elements of visual importance in the image are aligned to that line, and the more “relevant” they are to the image’s composition.

For a given image, we compute an attention-based saliency map using Apple’s built-in beta Vision library [1] (but any performant saliency estimation method could work). This map is used to vote for lines in the full armature grid. For each point \( p \) in the saliency map with saliency value \( S \), its contribution to the score of a composition line \( L \) is:

\[
\text{score} = S \cdot \text{Gaussian(distance}(p, L)).
\]  

for a Gaussian kernel with a size of 1/10 of the image’s longer dimension and a sigma of 1/4 of the kernel size. The score per line is then normalized by the length of the line. We select the top 3 scoring lines as our resulting heuristic annotation (see Figure 4), or adaptive armature.

Mobile Implementation
Our app runs on an iPhone 7 running the iOS 13.0 public beta. We built a basic camera app where saliency and the adaptive annotations are constantly computed in the background for the current camera image. The app has a camera shutter button and flashes the screen white when a photo is taken. For the purposes of our studies it has no other camera functionality to encourage participants to focus solely on composition.

To reduce computation time, we precompute the Gaussian maps per line and store them as images. The score per line can then be computed by simply multiplying the saliency image by the corresponding precomputed Gaussian map and computing the sum [56]. To maintain an interactive experience, we compute line scores at discrete 0.1 second intervals. Since users need time to process the highlighted annotations, this interval strikes a balance between perceptually-constant visual update and non-distracting digestible user experience.

Mechanical Turk versus Heuristic
We wanted to evaluate our heuristic results against the ground truth we obtained through Mechanical Turk annotations. For each image, we computed the average number of lines at the intersection of heuristic annotation and the ground truth lines divided by the number of lines at the union of these two sets of lines. The average across images of this metric is 0.38. For reference, the average is 0.11 for a random sampling of 10000 annotations—to sample these annotations, a number of lines is uniformly sampled from [1, 4] (matching the instructions for the Mechanical Turk workers) and then each line is selected uniformly. This metric for individual worker annotations as compared to the ground truth lines is 0.47. It is reasonable and expected that this metric is lower for our heuristic method as the ground truth is computed based on the worker annotations.

STUDY DESIGN ITERATION
We conducted two small pilot studies and a formative user study with our tool as a part of an iterative design process.
We learned that repeating the same photo tasks resulted in learning effects, such that the second time around participants already had explored the space of options and knew what photo they liked and wanted to take. They ended up using our tool primarily to refine the shot they already had in mind from the first condition. For the third pilot, we picked a second location and designed 3 tasks in the two locations that were comparable based on scale and environment (see Figure 6).

Participants gave us the feedback that in using our tool, without the context of the composition grid, the lines that appeared did not seem to have any particular structure. Additionally, the lines would appear and disappear too quickly for them to react effectively, causing frustration in using the tool. Due to the feedback from this preliminary pilot, we chose to keep the full composition grid always visible, but faintly to avoid over-cluttering the camera view (see Figure 5). We added a slider that allowed users to adjust the speed of the line updates from 0.1 seconds to 3 seconds per update (at intervals of 0.5 seconds). We set the slider default to 0.5 second updates—it appeared to still be relatively responsive to movement of the camera, at slower speeds the updates felt laggy.

Additionally, participants expressed that the adaptive highlighting helped them come up with ideas that they previously would not have thought of. We realized that this could be due to a number of factors, seeing lines of any sort overlaid on the camera view, or the adaptive nature of the lines. We hence decided to try two additional conditions: showing a static composition grid, and randomly selected lines to highlight rather than those chosen by our heuristic algorithm.

**Secondary Pilot Study: 4 Conditions**

We next ran another pilot study (n = 6), this time testing out all 4 conditions: no guidance, static composition guidance, random adaptive composition guidance, and heuristic adaptive composition guidance.

Participants were again provided with a sheet of paper describing some basic composition guidelines and told that they were not required to follow these guidelines. We used 4 different locations, with 3 comparable tasks per location (see Figure 6). All participants saw the tool with no guidance, followed by static guidance, and then half saw the algorithmic adaptive guidance first while the other half saw the random adaptive

---

*Figure 5. Iterations of the adaptive composition guidance. Preliminary Pilot: displays only the adaptive selected lines, updating every 0.1 sec. Secondary Pilot: displays non-selected lines at 0.3 opacity, slider allows user adjustment of update speed (defaults to 0.5 sec). Summative: iteration after pilot studies, top toggle switches between advanced and basic modes (just center and thirds, only two selected lines), bottom toggle turns composition visualization on or off.*

*Figure 6. Corresponding photo tasks at the two study locations. Tasks are designed to be similar in subject and complexity and to increase in scale: (1) small object on a solid surface, (2) chair/table structure, and (3) facades of a building.*
Participants were allowed to move around the photo subjects. These were only stated when participants tried to walk outside of the boundaries. The experimenter brought the participant to the same starting location for each task, and tasks were always completed in the same order at a given location.

Participants were again provided with a sheet of paper describing some basic composition guidelines and told that they were not required to follow these guidelines. They were told they would be completing 2 sets of 3 photo tasks and to focus on composition—for each task, they should have a photo that they believe is well-composed. After each condition, participants filled out a survey asking them to rate their confidence in their ability to capture well-composed photos, and measuring the Creativity Support Index (CSI) [11]. At the end of the study, they were additionally asked to select their favorite photo per task and rate them composition (Likert 1-7). Finally, they were interviewed about what they liked/disliked about the tool and how it influenced their photo capture process. Studies were screen recorded and participants were asked to think aloud.

**Formative Study Interface**

The no guidance interface had a single interactive button for photo capture on the camera view. The static composition guidance additionally displayed the full composition grid at 0.3 opacity overlaid on the camera view. The no guidance interface had a single interactive button for photo capture on the camera view. The static composition guidance additionally displayed the full composition grid at 0.3 opacity overlaid on the camera view.

**Formative Study Results**

We found that while the static composition guidance didn’t improve users’ opinions on the composition of their photos, it made participants feel more confident in their ability to compose photos (Mdn = 5, IQR = 4.75-5.25), no guidance (Mdn = 3.5, IQR = 2.75-4) [Wilcoxon signed-rank V = 0, p = .005]. We saw this boost in confidence in our interviews as well. P5 described that having the “guidelines [made] it much easier to have the ‘correct’ composition.” P9 felt “more comfortable taking fewer photos” while subconsciously holding “myself to a higher standard.” This was because the lines allowed the participant to precisely refine alignments before taking the photo. P10 described the lines as being “useful because it gives you greater confidence that you are taking a good photo” because they provided a concrete way of describing why it was better.

The static guidance also had a higher CSI than no guidance, suggesting that it provides better support for creativity [V = 13, p = .04]. During the study, P10 (who first used the tool with no guidance) expressed that “I already feel more creative” while completing the first task using the guidance. The individual factors that significantly improved were Exploration, Results Worth Effort, and Enjoyment (see Table 1).

However as in our secondary pilot study, we again heard feedback that the overlaid grid was too complex, “there were so many [lines] and I only knew how to use a few of them” (P5).

**SUMMATIVE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION**

With our insights on the benefits of static composition guidance, we wondered how the dynamic nature of our adaptive armatures might similarly or differently influence how participants composed and captured photos.
We also wrote another tutorial that explained the adaptive algorithm at a high-level due to the suggestion that having a better mental model of the tool would help participants use the tool in a more informed manner. This was shown to participants immediately after the composition guidelines to all participants. In our final tool, to further address the complexity of the interface, a short tutorial of the app that described interface elements and explained the proportions in the composition grid and showed more examples that use lines other than the rule of thirds. This was shown immediately after the composition guidelines to all participants. We also wrote another tutorial that explained the adaptive algorithm at a high-level due to the suggestion that having a better mental model of the tool would help participants use the tool in a more informed manner. This was shown to participants in addition to the description of the static composition grid before the algorithmic adaptive highlighting condition.

The experimenter instructions, surveys, interview questions, tutorials, etc. are included in our supplemental materials.

**Summative Study Interface**

In our final tool, to further address the complexity of the composition grid, both the static and adaptive interfaces have toggles to switch between basic (centers and rule of thirds) and advanced modes (full armature), and to turn the lines on and off. The static composition guidance displays the full composition grid at 0.3 opacity overlaid on the camera view. The adaptive interface additionally dynamically highlights the 3 adaptive armature lines (2 lines in basic mode) by increasing the line stroke and opacity of the selected lines. The adaptive interface provides the user with a slider control to adjust the speed of annotation updates (see Figure 5). See video figure for a live demonstration of the tool.

**Summative Study Results**

We found that users believed their photos were more well-composed when using the adaptive composition guidelines (Mdn = 5.5, IQR = 5-6) compared to the photos taken using the static composition guidance (Mdn = 5, IQR = 4-6) [Wilcoxon signed-rank test V = 247.5, p = .003]. In particular, the adaptive tool helped improve self-assessed composition of task 3 photos (static: Mdn = 4, IQR = 4-5; adaptive: Mdn = 5, IQR = 5-6) [V = 24, p = .02], arguably the most complex task due to the scale and number of lines naturally present in buildings. This was also reflected in participant interviews—when asked when they would be most likely to use the tool, many specifically mentioned more complex scenes like landscapes, architecture, and with multiple objects, etc. (11).

While we did not see a significant difference in the CSI (or for any individual factors) for the adaptive guidance over static guidance, qualitative feedback during interviews suggested it allowed for more creativity due to its encouragement of exploration due to the generation of more ideas (15). P7 said the tool had a “whimsical” quality that made interacting with the tool more fun—the tool “made me more experimental, more immersed, willing to try more things,” whereas using the static guidance was more about coming up with an idea and just achieving it. P23 described that the “bright lines help you think about specific lines, making it more helpful than static lines because it gives you ideas.” P0 noted that using the adaptive tool, “I noticed more perspectives that I wasn’t aware of or hadn’t thought of.” In fact, P1 expressed usually relying too heavily on a specific type of aesthetics, and liked that the tool “would allow me to explore more by challenging me to try putting salient objects in other locations.” P11 noted the “diagonal lines gave you a chance to try different angles and just achieving it. P23 described that the “bright lines help you think about specific lines, making it more helpful than static lines because it gives you ideas.” P0 noted that using the adaptive tool, “I noticed more perspectives that I wasn’t aware of or hadn’t thought of.” In fact, P1 expressed usually relying too heavily on a specific type of aesthetics, and liked that the tool “would allow me to explore more by challenging me to try putting salient objects in other locations.” P11 noted the “diagonal lines gave you a chance to try different angles from traditional capture—angles that traditionally might look weird, given the perspective of the lines, instead look like a nice novel way of looking at the scene.”

Nonetheless, a few (3) did note that the grids made them focus more on aligning rather than coming up with new creative ideas. Photos from the study (Figure 7) show that with both static and adaptive guidance, participants were often inclined
to find an alignment between the image and the grid lines. However, in some cases the image was not served by the specific composition grid and they disregarded it.

We did not see a significant difference in the participants’ confidence in composing images, but again we saw support in our interviews. The tool provided “validation, while helping reduce small motor changes” (P1), served as good “secondhand confirmation that their photo is actually nice” (P5), and “reinforced notions that I already had about composition” (P14). P6 felt like the tool was “guiding me,” making the capture of well-composed images less stressful.

**Comparing No Guidance and Adaptive Lines**

Our summative study did not directly compare no guidance and adaptive lines. Thus results here compare our adaptive interface results from the summative study to the no guidance results from our formative study—it is to be noted that these results can only suggest correlation as we are comparing between different populations, neither of which saw both conditions. Here we found similar results to static composition guidance versus no guidance from our formative study.

The adaptive guidance increased participants’ confidence in their ability to take well-composed photos (no guidance: Mdn = 3.5, IQR = 2.75-4; adaptive: Mdn = 6, IQR = 5-6) [Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney W = 26.5, p < .001]. Compared to no guidance, adaptive guidance also had higher CSI with the same creativity factors significantly improving as well: Exploration, Results Worth Effort, and Enjoyment (see Table 1).

**User Scenarios**

We found some common ways in which our participants used the static and adaptive guidance. Here, we walk through two user scenarios that detail some of these behaviors. Please see our video for specific examples from the studies.

While traveling, a user wants to capture an artistic photo of a unique landmark. She pulls up the tool on her camera and scans the space looking for interesting compositions.

- **Static guidance.** The user checks all grid lines as she scans the space. She eventually notices two vertical thirds lines nicely aligning with parts of the structure and decides to try out this idea. She slightly adjusts the camera to place a foreground object at the bottom right thirds intersection point. She shifts the camera horizontally/vertically, placing the object at different intersection points to test out a few compositions. She picks one, refinens the alignment of the verticals, and takes a photo. She has captured this idea and continues scanning the space looking for different ideas.

- **Adaptive guidance.** The user follows the highlighted grid lines as she scans the space. Two vertical thirds lines light up, nicely aligning with parts of the structure and she decides she wants to try out this idea. As she adjusts the camera to place a foreground object at the bottom right thirds intersection point, she notices a different line highlight. After taking a photo capturing her current idea, she decides to try aligning to this newly highlighted line, and takes another photo. Again, a new line highlights, making her notice an alignment with the structure that she previously hadn’t seen, giving her yet another idea.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

**Heuristic Algorithm.** So far we have built our system around the idea of composition guidance solely based on salient regions. As the end goal of composition is to achieve some sort of visual balance (or lack of), it would be interesting to take into account additional high-level cues [29]. We explored the use of edge detection in our algorithm, but this didn’t improve our consistency and made understanding the result harder. Thus, we chose to go with a simpler mental model for participants so as to better study the interaction in this initial paper. As we did observe participants aligning to edges in many cases, we would be interested in further pursuing this direction in future iterations.

**Interface Customization.** Participants expressed interest in having more control over the set of composition grid lines. For example, some mentioned wanting to reflect personal stylistic preferences, while others mentioned setting a specific template overlay to constrain or match a given composition. This is a feature that would be straightforward to integrate via interactive selection of lines, or automatic extraction of templates from images using our current heuristics. These suggestions reinforce the usefulness of this mental model and the engagement it creates as an interactive tool.

**Additional Applications.** Apart from in-camera guidance, we believe our adaptive composition lines could be useful for interactive cropping tools. Likewise, appropriate saliency models [5] coupled with other grid systems [46] could provide a similar experience in graphic design tools. Other domains we are interested in include composition-based image retrieval, and other perceptually meaningful analyses of images.

**CONCLUSION**

Composition is an important aspect of photography. The use of composition grids is common for teaching composition. Many cameras also provide support for overlaying a range of composition grids. However, there is little support for whether composition grids are a mental model that could easily be grasped and leveraged by novices. We found that novices were relatively consistent in annotating how they perceived composition with respect to such grids. We also found that having such guidance on a camera can help users feel more confident and creative.

We explored composition guidance by creating a new kind of photographic composition guidance around our idea of adaptive armatures. We found that adaptive armatures support users both in exploring new composition ideas as well as in refining composition at capture time, aiding them in producing photos that they believe are better composed.
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